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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1900453A2] The hot side (2) of the plate (1) faces the melt, the cold side (3) faces away from it and is cooled by a water box, directly or
through an adapter plate. Cooling channels (6) are let into the cold side of the plate. They run in the continuous casting direction, and are combined
into groups at the start (7) and/or end (8) of their extent. A connection is formed by corresponding, transverse recesses (9, 10) made at the start
and/or end of the channels. The recesses are located opposite coolant supply locations, and transition through rounded sections, into the coolant
channels (6). The recesses (9, 10) reach more deeply into the cold side (3) of the continuous casting mold front plate than the cooling channels.
Bores (4) are made into the cold side to accommodate fastening bolts or screws for the adapter plate. The cooling channels approach the bores,
then turn around them and finally resume a parallel course. Terminal groupings occur between bores, at the start or end of the channels. Cooling
channel depth equals that of the bores. The channels are narrower than their depth, or these dimensions are equal.
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